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What is your 
online marketing 
strategy, and 
corresponding 
marketing mix?
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3 Know the metrics that matter: leads

Do you know how many leads your digital marketing generates?

Do you know how much it costs per lead generated?

Do you know how much it costs per lead generated?

How much can you spend to acquire a lead?

Without these metrics, digital marketing is shooting in the dark. There is no way to set true 
KPIs, and makes it impossible to determine what marketing mix is needed to meet 
business goals.

What is your online marketing strategy and is it based 
on your customer’s journey?



We audited ~$2M in the 
Senior Care sector this year. 




Here’s what you’ll learn:

5 Most Common Marketing Mistakes

12 Critical Red Flags 

Several Tips on What to Look for

Advice on What Good Strategies Look Like

increase in average 

order value for 
eCommerce

4x
of clients reach the 
SEO goals we set 
out together

100%

increase in conversions 

year over a year

724%

in advertising spend
$2 million
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Metrics & KPIs
5 major findings that you need to understand 
and be aware of if your organization is doing 
online marketing, or wants to start generating 
leads and sales online.

digitalseniority.com



1 Not all “conversions” are equal.

Do you know what your digital team is counting as a conversion?

It has been eye opening to see how many digital marketers/agencies report metrics such 
as page views or link clicks as conversions/leads.



These reports are used to create the appearance of successful digital marketing, but do 
little to grow occupancy or generate sales.



2 “Traffic” is not necessarily a good KPI

Do you know what your digital team is counting as a conversion?

“Traffic” - the number of people who visit your website - is not a metric of value when it 
comes to paid digital advertising. It is easy to generate traffic that has no value, meaning 
visitors who have no interest or intent to become a customer.



SEO traffic can be valuable, but make sure that the traffic is primarily for your sales pages 
and from your geographical area.



We believe that generating quality leads (form fills and phone calls) is what contributes to 
growth. Generating traffic to ‘look good’ is meaningless.



3 Know the metrics that matter: leads

Do you know how many leads your digital marketing generates?

Do you know how much it costs per lead generated?

How much can you spend to acquire a lead?

Without these metrics, digital marketing is shooting in the dark. There is no way to set true 
KPIs, and this makes it impossible to determine what marketing mix is needed to meet 
business goals.



4 Know the metrics that matter: sales

Do you know what percentage of digital leads close into sales?

Do you know how much it costs to acquire one sale?

Do you know how much ad spend you need to meet your goals?

Without these metrics, there is no way to measure profitability nor clarity on what can be 
(and needs to be) spent to acquire a new customer. Almost every Senior Living & Care 
account we’ve audited had no clear direction or goals when it came to digital marketing. 
Having this clear is a major competitive advantage.



5 SEO

Are you comparing traffic year-over-year (i.e. June vs. June, Q3 vs Q3, 2022 vs 2021)?

What strategy was used to determine which keywords to target?

Are you tracking your keyword rankings in individual target geographies?

Do you know what pages your traffic is going to?

Do you know where your traffic is coming from?

What is your domain authority ranking versus your competition?



5 SEO

SEO traffic should not be compared week-over-week or month-over-month, especially 
for smaller corporations. While enterprises can find value here, for the typical company, 
year-over-year traffic is by far the most valuable method to evaluate traffic.



On that note, not all traffic is made equal. Would your rather 1000 visitors from The 
Bahamas going to your blog or 100 visitors from your target location visiting your lead 
contact form.



When it comes to selecting target keywords, there should be a strategy behind them. 
Simply going for all the keywords is a losing strategy unless you’re an industry leader in 
SEO. You cannot consider SEO without understanding domain authority, if you’ve never 
heard that term before that’s definitely a red flag.
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Red Flags
How do you know if your digital marketing 
team is up to snuff? What are some of the 
biggest red flags to look out for?
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If you have a Google Ads Express account



If your Google Ads campaigns mix both Search & 
Display strategies

This is one of the worst things anyone can do when it comes to your Google Ads account 
setup. If your account has campaigns that mix these strategies, then you are receiving 
extremely poor service and will be wasting your ad spend.



If your Google Ads Search Terms report reveals 
wasted spend of over 10%

Healthy levels are between 5% to 10%. The average account we have audited in the senior 
retirement space stands at 45% to 65% (which are unacceptable levels). The worst we 
have seen has been over 90% which was for one of the largest senior retirement 
community organizations in Canada with hundreds of thousands of dollars wasted every 
month.



If you’ve never heard of Off-Page SEO & 
Domain Authority

If you have a reasonable SEO budget and you do not know what your competitive 
positioning is in terms of your domain authority, then we can say confidently you have a 
losing SEO strategy.



It’s simple as that, you must consider Off-Page SEO or what SEO activities are you really 
doing?



If your SEO strategy is focused on blogging

This is an outdated strategy with no merit.



While it is true that “content is king”, blogging for the sake of blogging is a waste. 
Content alone is not an SEO strategy even if it seemingly contains all the right keywords. 
Adding keywords is not a strategy that will work today.



Case in point, in the majority of our audits, if a website has more than 50 total blogs then 
the lifetime number of visitors to 90% of those blogs is typically less than 10 people. In 
other words, your blogs are not doing anything for your SEO.



If conversion tracking is not set up

Most senior living and care websites do not have conversions setup properly. It’s not 
rocket science, a conversion is a lead. A lead is generally a form filled out or call made. 
Yet the vast majority of agencies servicing the senior care industry either do not have 
any conversions setup or have traffic as a conversion metric.



Without getting into the advanced details, this has negative consequences for other 
channels that will cause you to waste further advertising dollars.



If your marketing team is simply “boosting” 
Facebook posts

“Boosted” posts is Ad Center is the simplified version of the full Meta Ads Manager. It is a 
low skill entry point for beginners to Meta advertising.



You will not reap the incredible benefits of Meta ads full-funnel marketing with boosted 
posts. They two are worlds apart.



If your marketing team is using boosted posts more than full conversions ads, it is very 
likely that they do no know how to run proper Meta ads.



If there is no Meta (Facebook) pixel or events set up 
on your website

To run effective, full-funnel ads on Meta (Facebook & Instagram) you have to have the 
Meta pixel installed on your website. You then need to have conversion events on your site 
to let Meta know what to count as a lead. 



Without this code, you cannot run ad campaigns that specifically look for people who are 
more likely to fill out a form or phone you. 



Without this code you cannot create custom audiences to retarget people who’ve viewed 
and engaged with your ads.



Without this code, you are not running proper Facebook ads.
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Marketing Mix
Your online strategy needs clear KPIs which 
determine your marketing mix. What online 
channels are you using, and at which points in 
the customer journey? 
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What is your online marketing strategy and is it based 
on your customer’s journey?

Move-In



What is your online 
marketing strategy, 
and corresponding 
marketing mix?

Digital marketing needs to be 
approached holistically to 
maximize its effectiveness.



It demands an integrated strategy 
so that it is clear what channels 
to use and when.
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Final Comments
Recommendations for next steps.
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A digital marketing audit is 
one of the best investments
These high-level introductory insights that 
we’re sharing with you are the tip of the 
iceberg. 



If it’s important to you to truly know how your 
digital marketing is performing, please invest 
in an unbiased digital audit analyzed by 
experts in each field.



We offer two digital audits -  
and the .

DSN Audit Lite
DSN Audit 360

Digital Seniority
Client’s Dashboard

Google.com

1,922,074

Facebook.com

960,387

Other

318,829

Views per month

Traffic sources

3,201,290

?

Domain Analytics

10%9.5k

Keywords Analytics

May, 2021Total visits

64 9.5k

Leads 350
+21%

Phone calls 620
-13%

Audit score 1031
+21%$300Budget left

Budget Used $3,500

Since 01.01.2022

Budget Usage

7d 15h 21mTime left

Views 12,217

Views per month

Monthly Milestone
Keywords

Rankings Distribution

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Average conversion

grow

+500%



DSN Audit Lite
Evaluate your marketing performance with an unbiased data-driven 
audit. Feel confident about increasing sales with your 2023 
marketing budget!

SEO Lite Audit (On-Page SEO & Technical SEO)

Google Ads Audit

Meta Advertising Audit (Facebook Ads & Instagram Ads)

1 x Organic Social Media Account (e.g. Facebook Page)

30-Days Access to Your Audit Slide Deck

1 Hour Audit Presentation (Meet With Our Experts)

DSN Audit 360
Understand your marketing performance and relative performance 
compared to your competition. Identify gaps and opportunities to 
prepare for sales growth in 2023!

SEO 360 Audit (On-Page SEO. Technical SEO, Off-Page SEO, Competitors)

Google Ads Audit

Meta Advertising Audit (Facebook Ads & Instagram Ads)

Unlimited Organic Social Media Accounts

Email Marketing Audit

90-Days Access to Your Audit Slide Deck

1.5 Hour Audit Presentation (Meet With Our Experts)

Our digital marketing audits

For information & pricing visit
digitalseniority.com/audits

https://digitalseniority.com/audits


Who are we
Digital Seniority is a full-service digital marketing agency with 
proven success in lead generation for senior industry 
organizations. We work with clients that understand the value of 
quality and the scarcity of a trusted marketing partner.



We are proud to be the preferred digital partner of one of the 
leading marketing brands in the Senior Housing & Care industry – 
Greenhouse Marketing, Sales & Recruitments



Partnering with Greenhouse on select accounts means offline 
sales and marketing efforts are synchronized with online 
marketing efforts to deliver significant growth impact.



Industry leading expertise
We are the elite name in marketing for senior care providers and 
together we collaborate on over 30 projects every year. 



At Digital Seniority, we take a unique approach that helps our 
clients gain a competitive edge, pinpoint opportunities, and 
develop innovative solutions with a measurable plan so they can 
experience real growth. 



The average agency will leave you working with a project 
manager or sales person that has very little marketing 
experience. However, when you partner with us, you'll work 
directly with our marketing experts who actually understand your 
business needs and can deliver superior results. 

Our expertise:

Website Design 

& Development

Google Ads

& Paid Advertising

Search Engine 
Optimization

Email & Marketing 
Automation

Branding, Graphic 

Design & Print

Meta Advertising

& Social Media

Organic Social Media 
Marketing

Strategy & 

Consulting



We are privileged to work

with some remarkable brands



Order your digital 
marketing audit

Unbiased insights.

Clear next steps. 

DSN Audit Lite
Evaluate your marketing performance with an unbiased data-
driven audit. Feel confident about increasing occupancy with 
your 2023 marketing budget.

DSN Audit 360
Understand your marketing performance and relative performance 
compared to your competition. Identify gaps and opportunities to 
prepare for 2023.

digitalseniority.com/audits

https://digitalseniority.com/audits

